YOUR SUPPLIER
OF MACHINERY FOR PROCESSING POTATOES, FRUIT & VEGETABLES
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Taking care of the gifts of Earth

We know that the gifts of Earth require extra care. There is a lot of
work behind what is harvested and it must be managed accordingly.
For some of our customers, it is a matter of further processing raw
materials, for others - products are sold “as is” directly to consumers.
Whatever the case, we focus on handling everything with care at all
levels.

Highest quality at all levels starting with ourselves
We develop, manufacture and market equipment for gentle handling of
root crops, vegetables and foods. The EMVE brand is a guarantee for high
quality, service and operational reliability based on top-notch technology.
Our machines are shipped all over the world and for many different applications. One day, we deliver equipment to a potato chips factory in India, the
other day we send our own technicians to install packing machines on site
in Europe or at a customer’s site in the United States.
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Intake and bulk filling of root crops and vegetables

Intake line RH 2400
The receiving hopper is equipped with a bottom belt of 2.4 x 5 m. The reinforced bottom
structure makes this machine very reliable. Capacity from approx.: 10-80 t/hour.
Adjustable, spring-loaded tipping protection as well as frequency-controlled
operation is standard.

Receiving Hopper RH
Receiving hoppers are available with back and side tipping. Receiving hoppers RH
2000/2700 are used to quickly unload a car or a trailer by back tipping.

Receiving Hoppers RH K, RH S
Receiving hopper RH 12 S is used for side tipping of truck and trailer.
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Box Turner BT
The box turner is available in different models for emptying 400 - 2000 kg boxes. The box
turner is conveniently operated by a handle or remote. Emptying is done by rotating the box
around its centre axis.

Box Turner BT H
The hydraulic box turner is available in different models for emptying 400 - 2000 kg boxes.
Boxes can be fed using manual forklift. An electrical control unit is used for maneuvering.
Boxes are emptied by rotating them around an axis at a height of app 1.2 m.

Box Turner BT HJB, jumbo bags/boxes
Shelf for handling large wooden boxes, easy to dismantle with the truck when handling
Jumbo bags. 2 forks that hold the pallet in place, as well as automatic hooks to hold the
bag. Jumbo bags are fed at floor level. An additional tipping angle via 2 hydraulic cylinders
provides optimal emptying.

Box Turner BT H2B
Gentle and effective box and jumbo bag emptying. The box turner empties boxes in top position and sends down the empty box to floor level. This function minimizes the time needed to
replace the box. Lowering via the lifting table is done only when boxes are empty, which gives
less wear on the lifting table.

Hopper H FT
Hoppers H FT with sack are used for intake purposes. The hopper is filled from an overhead
Box Turner BT. Gentle and durable Trevira fabric bag.
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Hopper H ST
Intermediate Storage Hopper H ST is used for intermediate storage before further processing. H ST is filled from overhead conveyor belts via Fall Breaker FB F. The extremely
durable Trevira bags of the hoppers are suspended in a robust steel frame.

Hopper H FMC
Used for intake when products are emptied for further processing. Available in different sizes.
The inside of the hopper is lined with shock absorbing rubber for gentle handling. The hopper
is mounted on a variable speed conveyor, which allows for easy adjustment of the flow according to the capacity of the receiving system. The output is also mechanically adjustable.

Jumbo Bag Filler JBF
The jumbo bag filler is designed for filling of 800-1000 kg jumbo bags of potatoes etc. This
gentle model with fall breakers, JBF 1000 Zig-Zag, can also be used for filling boxes. The fall
breaker moves automatically to provide the least drop height. The jumbo bag fillers are fitted
with wheels for easy repositioning.

Box Filler BF C
Box Filler BF C for gentle filling of boxes is manufactured in different versions with different
types of fall breakers. All models have automatically reversing conveyor with fall breakers
at each end to avoid downtime when a box is full. Sensors stop the feeding if the boxes are
not changed in time. Box Filler BF CG features double pneumatic fall breakers. BF CZ is a
model with double zigzag fall breakers. BF CE is fitted with vertical drop elevators to ensure
as gentle handling as possible, even for carrots.

Box Filler BF CK
Box Filler BF CK is designed primarily for boxes that are 1500 mm or more wide. Only one
conveyor, always with horizontal feeding, feeds both boxes alternately. The conveyor starts
the filling process at the bottom. During filling the conveyor rises slowly, ensuring optimum
filling of the box, while at the same time moving sideways. Thanks to continuous operation,
the feeding machines do not need to be stopped when changing the box.
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Washing and grading lines for potatoes and vegetables

Always an EMVE production

Non-stop security

Our washing and grading lines form a significant part of our
total production. They vary in size and areas of application
but the backbone is always an EMVE production. This type
of application is a combination of several different machines.
Rough and fine grading of potatoes and vegetables is done
here and the vegetables are washed before being sent off for
final packaging and distribution to stores and customers.

We are not satisfied until we receive our customer’s OK,
confirming the optimal operation of the line. However, our
cooperation does not end here. On the contrary, it is now that
we show why we deserve our solid reputation as a responsible
supplier at every stage. We offer extensive service and development agreements to our customers. This is the kind of security
that ensures continuous production without unpleasant and
costly downtime.

In addition to grading and advanced washing lines,
we also offer manual and optical grading lines
for different types of products.
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Soil Extractor SE S
Soil extractors for removing soil from potatoes, carrots, onions etc. The rotating shafts of the
machine are fitted with rubber stars (SE S) or alternatively discs (SE D) depending on the
product and the soil to be extracted. The soil extractor is manufactured in various widths
and with a different number of rollers for different capacity needs. On model SE S the
roller distance can be adjusted as option.

Soil Extractor SE CC
Soil extractor for potatoes, carrots and similar products. Adjustable size for various products.
The machine is manufactured with 6 or 8 rollers as well as in various widths depending on
the customer’s needs. Capacity from 1 to 80 ton/hour. Spirals of steel or PU-rubber.

Roller Table RT
The roller table is designed to rotate and distribute potatoes, root vegetables and other
similar products so that it is possible to inspect them from all sides, manually separating
non-conforming products. The low height ensures ergonomically correct working stance.
Roller Tables are manufactured with plastic rollers. Option in soft rubber or ridged rollers.
Also available with double roller lines with wide waste chute in the middle.

Belt Grader GB
Belt Grader G B600 - G B2700 is designed for grading potatoes, onions, beetroot etc. into
different sizes. Different widths for different capacity requirements.

Roller Grader GD
Roller grader GD grades potatoes, onions etc. into different sizes. Grading is done via rotating
rollers with square shaped discs. This provides extremely quiet and smooth operation. The
graders are available in three lengths - 800, 1300 and 1700 mm - to provide 2, 3 or 4 sizes.
Different widths from 600 to 2400 mm are manufactured for different capacity requirements.
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Newtec Optical sorters for carrots
High-precision optical sorters. Grading capacity up to approx. 120.000 carrots per hour.
Sorts on length, diameter, volume, shape and quality and more.

Newtec Optical sorters for potato
High-precision optical graders. Grading capacity up to approx. 175.000 potatoes per hour.
Grades according to length, diameter, volume, shape and a long number of quality criteria.
Modular, with 2-13 outputs with retained capacity.

Roller Grader G HR
The grader is made of standard steel or stainless steel and is available in different lengths.
The grader is available in different widths from 800 to up to 2400 mm.

Roller Grader G HK
The grader is made of standard steel or stainless steel and is available in 3 different lengths.
The grader is available in 5 different widths from 760 to up to 1830 mm.

Destoner DS C
The machine presses up water, which together with an agitator brings the potatoes to the
sides so they flow into the washer. The stones fall to the bottom and are removed manually
through an opening, or using an automatic stone elevator.

Floating Object Remover WE EF
Removes floating object from the water surface. Made of stainless steel. The product is fed
into the rear end of the machine and floating objects are pulled to the sides over a screen.
Floating objects are gathered in boxes or similar. Based on the capacity requirements, the
machine is available in different versions from 1 to 50 tons/hour. Fresh water spraying,
pump system with level sensor as well as product feeder can be provided.
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Drum Washer WE DW
Drum washers are manufactured in three different models, WE DW1000, 1200 and 1500
respectively, with different capacity. By default, the washer is supplied with perforated stainless steel plate drum with adjustable carriers and output via adjustable spiral screw in the
outlet cone.

Industrial Washer WE DW1200ES
Drum with hydraulic height adjustment and gentle rubber carriers. Adjustable output gate and
adjustable water height provides full flexibility with respect to safety, washing performance and
setup time. Include output elevator E800 with product flushing.

Polisher WE PM D
12, 14 or 18 brushes. Lengths of 2 - 2.5 - 3 and 3.5 meters. Different length and stiffness of the
brushes. Adjustable drum and roller speed. Adjustable drum tilt and output gate height. Direct
operation of every brush roller. No belt operation. Easily removable rollers without removing
the bearings.

Hydro Cooler WE DW 1200
For cooling potatoes, carrots etc. Different versions for different use. Spiral screw on the inside
ensures correct time in cold water. Can be supplied with heat exchanger.

Drying Machine WE DM
The drying machine is manufactured in different versions with 10, 15 or respectively 20 drying
rollers to comply with different requirements for drying degree and capacity. The water is sucked
up from the product by rollers covered with felted cloth. There is an adjustable pressure roller
under each drying roller with a scraper for draining water.
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Packaging and palletizing of root crops and vegetables

Last stop before consumption

Functional and commercial aspects

Packaging and palletizing is the last step before distributing
the product to stores and consumers. This part is no exception
with regard to our high quality standards. This procedure is
subject to rigorous requirements that we must meet together
with our customers.

Even in this final phase of product handling, there are many
aspects to consider. The product must be carefully protected
for optimal shelf life and at the same time it has to be packaged in an attractive, environmentally friendly and selling
manner.

EMVE automates the packaging and
palletizing process in the vegetable
and food industry. Carton and pallet
handling are tailored according to
the customer’s requirements.
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JASA Vertical Bagger
For packaging of products in bags from film on a reel. Stainless steel design and composite
parts, making the machine more than suitable for the food industry. It is equipped with a
PC operating system, and very easy to use with the help of a touch-screen. Newtec weigher,
and printer can be controlled via JASA.

EMVE Paper Bagger BE 6000
The BE 6000 Paper Bagger for packaging of potatoes, onions and other similar products in
1-10 kg bags. The machine can be synchronized with different Newtec weighers. The bag magazine, which can be fed continuously, has enough room for approx. 250 bags. Quick change
between different bag sizes from the operator panel. The model is also available for bags of up
to 15 or 25 kg.

Gillenkirch Horizontal machines for plastic and net bags
Packaging machines for plastic and net bags from approx. 100 g to 30 kg. Plastic and net
bags pre-folded on reels. Horizontal model that provides gentle packaging at a rate of up to
40 bags per minute.

C-PACK Net Packaging Machines
Packaging machines for small net bags of approx. 100 g - 5000 g. Sealing via clip or welding.
Packaging of fruit, vegetables etc. using a tube with horizontal, leaning or vertical model.
Semi- and fully automatically.

EMVE Case Packers
Case Packer is designed for automatic filling of small bags in cardboard or return plastic
boxes. Capacity up to approx. 60 bags per minute depending on the type of bag, product
and box.
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Automatic Weigher W 25
The automatic weigher is designed for weighing carrots, turnips and other similar oblong and/
or large products in batches of 5-25 kg. Double-geared motors with fine and coarse feed belts
combined with a fine feed damper provide thorough, yet rapid weighing into preset batch
weights. The model is also available for 3-25 kg potatoes with octabin filling.

Sealing Machine SM PN
Sealing machine SM PN seals paper, net and jute bags with weights of 1-50 kg. The bottom
conveyor is adjustable for different bag heights. The feeder system guarantees proper sealing.

Sack Conveyor CS500 x 2000
The conveyor is designed for lifting sacks to a convenient working height for stacking
on pallets or the like. The output section is equipped with an accumulating roller
unit. The sack conveyor is fitted with wheels.

Bag elevator with rotating table
The bag elevator is designed for lifting pre-packed bags to e.g. rotating table or similar. The
machine is available in different designs, with and without carriers. The bag elevator with
carriers is intended for plastic and net bags. The bag conveyor with no carriers is intended
for paper bags. When the rotating table is placed together with the bag elevator, the table
is fitted with a cone that has cushioning at the top for gentler handling.

Octabin Filler W 200
Octabin/Box Filler for weighing of approx. 200-250 kg. Feeding into a rubber-coated
shock-absorbing weighing scale. Feeding via wide and narrow elevator belts. The narrow
one is for fine weight dosing. Models for filling of one or two octabins/boxes per cycle are
available.
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Process lines for root crops and vegetables

Fundamental holistic approach

Turnkey solutions

We design and customize both small and large process lines
and we do this in close cooperation with our customers. It is
essential to our work that we listen with attentive ears and can
turn and twist the customer’s situation based on our design/
production perspective. The final solution will be optimal
when we understand our customers’ products and their reality.

The process lines are characterized by gentle and rational
handling of the products. Integrated process management
solutions meet the extremely high hygiene, reliability, maintenance and safety standards of the food industry. We have
a wide range of machines thanks to which we can merge our
EMVE products and combine them with machines from
subcontractors. Everything in order to achieve optimal
process management.

Unique customized process
lines for handling potatoes,
root vegetables and salad.
Refining via, e.g. rough
peeling, knife peeling,
dicing, slicing and cooling
of products.
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Customization, troubleshooting and innovations

Our long experience has led us to become experts in automation and handling of primarily root crops,
vegetables and foods. We have been often called in to solve problems whose solutions proved to be applicable to handling of products other than just foods. This gives our business a unique field of influence,
which actually knows no limitations. We adapt like chameleons according to the nature of the task in
terms of size, competence and capacity. Occasionally, we identify and resolve problems that are applicable
in a wider perspective. One example is the development of our stainless steel range of machines, which
opened up a whole new customer category of handling processed vegetables.

Efficient, accurate and hygienic packaging of
vegetables is part of the process before the
delivery of various products.
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Construction, service and second-hand machines
Construction
We develop, manufacture and market equipment for gentle
handling of potatoes, carrots and other vegetables and foods
and we have done so for 100 years. The company and our
staff represent a high level of expertise with a sense for quality,
service and reliability that stems from the safe use of the most
cutting-edge technology.

Service, both in attitude and execution
To us service has a broader meaning than simply the word as a
noun. It is as much about accessibility as about our approach to
customers. At the same time, from a purely practical perspective, this means that we go out and service our machines on site
on our customers’ premises. All in one with our customers joint
aspiration to try to avoid unpleasant and costly downtime by
means of preventive service and maintenance.

Andreas Agardh working at full throttle at the computer.
He is one of several talented project engineers and sellers
who have been with EMVE for many years.

Second-hand machines
Part of our business also involves used machines. This is a significant market in which we trade in second-hand machines,
which we refurbish at our workshop and resell.

Martin Hansson has the same function as Andreas.
Martin too has been working at EMVE for several
years and manages his own projects for customers.

All the planning is done in-house. A project often requires that we
integrate standard components from any of our subcontractors like a
”jigsaw puzzle” which must fit in all ends.
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Joakim Trägårdh is EMVE’s market manager and vice CEO.
He too projects and sells machine lines.
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WOW - en reklambyrå! 2017.02

We develop and manufacture
machines for handling of potatoes,
vegetables and fruit

EMVE Sweden AB is the expert that for more than a century has
been delivering machines of the highest quality for the handling of
potatoes, vegetables and fruit. Our machines are found practically
all over the world in a variety of sectors and with just as many
different applications.
We see ourselves as a problem solver and innovator that delivers
comprehensive solutions to our customers. Always taking into
account the strict rules applicable to food handling but never
without dropping the focus on cost effective solutions. Curious
about the centenary from Åstorp? Please visit us at: www.emve.com

EMVE SWEDEN AB
www.emve.com info@emve.com
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